SSM
preciforce™
At ShanghaiTex, SSM presents solutions for precision
package winding and high package consistency and provides a wide range of renowned textile machines.
SSM enables yarn dyers to be successful – with the precision
package winder PWX. Only a quick response to market trends in
combination with high cost-efficiency enables customers to be
competitive. The winder offers clear benefits to dye package winding and rewinding of filament and staple fiber yarns, with or without lubrication.

Novibra
spindle
technologies
Novibra presents the latest innovations in
spindle technology and energy saving measures
at the forthcoming ShanghaiTex.
The energy saving spindle LENA has been
designed for the highest speeds and lower
energy consumption. It is the only spindle in the
market with 17.5 mm wharve diameter and
energy savings in the average of up to 6%.
The new generation of clamping crowns,
CROCOdoff and CROCOdoff Forte introduce
genuine doffing without underwinding. The
crowns work automatically depending on the
spindle speed. The major advantages are significant reductions in maintenance costs. That is
based on a lower ends down rate after doffing
and minimized cleaning of the underwinding
area.

For the XENO-platform SSM presents the first and only selfregulating backpressure system in the world: preciforce™ for a
guaranteed package consistency. Furthermore, the next generation
of the blade winding powerblade™ will be introduced for the
XENO-platform.

Novibra’s goal is to bring beneficial and customized solutions to the customers helping them
to keep their leading position in the market.
Novibra is looking forward to discussing the new
products that fulfil one of today’s biggest
demands for energy savings and maintenance
costs reduction.

Visit SSM at ShanghaiTex from November 25 to 28, 2019: Hall
E1, Booth A30.

Visit Novibra at ShanghaiTex from November
25 to 28, 2019: Hall E1, Booth A30.

Precision package winder PWX-MTC
enables quick response to market trends.

Graf at
ShanghaiTex 2019
Graf introduces at ShanghaiTex
three novelties for the textile
market: a new card clothing with up
to 30% longer lifetime, a height
adjustable comb and a helpful solution for card clothing management.
MULTISHARP, the unique wear resistant alloy for card clothings, increases the
lifetime of metallic card clothings on the

cylinder by up to 30%. Additionally, the
work load of the maintenance team can
be minimized by providing longer service
cycles and less unplanned downtimes.
The yield on raw material can be
increased without compromising the
quality requirements – thanks to the continuous height adjustability of the new
combs series. The continuous and exact
gap setting between nipper and circular

comb on each individual combing head
provides customers a new level on raw
material utilization. Additionally, the
maintenance people will appreciate the
comfortable and easy installation of the
circular comb.
Visit Graf at ShanghaiTex from
November 25 to 28, 2019: Hall E1, Booth
A30 with focus on spinning and Booth
C35 with focus on nonwoven.
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